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Provided by the patients, their friends, families, and caregivers of those diagnaosed with lung
cancer, these very personal stories offer inspired insight into the ways families and professionals
care for both themselves and the patient, gain a deeper understanding of the relationships, and
learn to come to terms with the end of life. Included are essays by medical experts about the
science of lung cancer, current treatments, choosing the right doctors, and what the future holds
for the next generation of patients.

About the AuthorThe Healing Project is a not-for-profit organization founded in 2005 and
dedicated to creating a community of support for those challenged with chronic and life-
threatening illnesses. S. Epatha Merkerson is a Tony Award–nominated and Emmy Award–
winning actress best-known for her role on the television crime drama Law & Order.
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Dante, “Good manual. I was a little off cause I thought it was a little different but that was on me.
Still a good manual and beneficial.  Still worth the price.”

Charles K. Black, “Five Stars. A very informative book for anyone interested in generating
electricity with the wind.”

Andrew C Davies, “Good book.. Good book.  Clear easy to read text with useful pictures.”

Question Mark, “Very nice book.. Very nice book. Good for the advanced DIY because it has
concrete projects one can do. Good for the physics enthusiast because it gives just enough of a
glimpse of what formulas and directions to take if we feel like pursuing it further. Good for the
person with no physics or mathematics skills because we can learn something and DO
something even without doing our own computations. It's a small book, but it opens big dreams.
Thank you Hugh.”

Silver Wolf, “quality. great product good read!”

richardx, “a good read. a good read”

The book by Richard Montauk has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 19 people have provided feedback.
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